
⦿

⦿

⦿

 When will your baby be born?  
(intention to purchase a stroller) 


 What are the next trips you plan 
to do? (holiday survey)


 Survey about skin type to 
determine personalized routine

⦿

⦿

 Name, gender, date of birth, 
postal address... all the mandatory 
information that customers provide 
during a purchase or to access a 
service. 


 Clicks, views on a product on your 
website

⦿

⦿

 Product preferences, web 
cookies, activities on websites or 
apps of external companies. 


 A press group can sell to its 
advertisers data collected from its 
website, like the most viewed pages, 
the most frequent searches, the 
average duration of article reading.

⦿
⦿ 

⦿
⦿
⦿

 Household income and size

Social media content posted  

and liked

 Purchase preferences

 Websites visited

 Responses to surveys

EXAMPLES

DEFINITION
Data which has been wilfully shared 
by the customer

Data quality

Level of Consent

Data linked to an action a customer 
has taken on a company’s website, 
like viewing a page or purchasing an 
item.

Data quality

Level of Consent

Data sourced or purchased from 
another company

Data quality

Level of Consent

Data purchased from data 
aggregators, or used directly on 
platforms such as Facebook or 
Instagram.

Data quality

Level of Consent

-party
Data

st-party
Data1 nd-party

Data20 rd-party
Data3
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USE CASES

Customer experience

Personalizing product discovery 

Building personalized email and 
SMS campaigns Personalizing 
content (blogs, ebooks, other 
information of interest) 

Creating customized products

Business performance

Accurate inventory management & 
forecasting Information about 
purchase intent 

Feedback about a product usage 
experience 

Production of user-generated 
content 

Improve customer service

Commercial development

Top-funnel campaigns 

Prospecting & lead gen 

Look-alike modeling for audience 
expansion 

Discover new audiences 

Running highly targeted campaigns 

Gain market share through 
conquesting

Business performance

Insights on competitors’ customers 

Complementing first-party data 

Jumpstarting customer information 
with third-party data 

Defining the best time, channel and 
budget to diffuse ads

Customer experience

Map cross-screen journeys for a 
single customer view reate 
personalized product 
recommendations for new visitors 

Creating personalized ads, changing 
images and copy based on that 
audience’s interests and 
preferences


Business performance

Adjust prices and discounts based 
on the way these customers behave 

Create optimal retargeting ads 
Inform marketing campaigns 

Predict customers behaviors 

Boost analytics and insights 

Generate and test new product 
ideas 

Improve segmentation marketing 

Use the data to create new buyer 
personas for new products and 
services

Scaling advertising
Reach new audiences 

Increase data scale

Commercial development
Nurture leads 

Monetize data

Targeting
Personalization of ads, content and 
experiences

Hypertargeting website content for 
returning visitors based on actions 
performed on owned premises

Predicting the customer journey 

Building lookalike audiences

Customer experience

Creating personalized emails and 
automation 

Creating dynamic graphics

Tips !

For this type of data, you are 
starting a relationship with 
external partners, often sharing 
the data of your customers to 
external vendors. Make sure the 
partnership you are entering has 
clear boundaries and objectives. 
What do you want to use the data 
for? And would your customers be 
happy about you sharing their data 
to a particular company? Think of 
the data governance charter you 
just drafted before.

The trick to making the most of 
third-party data is to use it well. In 
practice, this means not using 
third-party data in isolation. 
Instead, stitch first- and third-party 
data together in ways that make 
insights greater than the sum of 
the parts.

Zero-party data is the most 
personal of data, and will only be 
given to you willingly by your 
customers. Therefore, you need to 
be very cautious and sensitive 
about the way you ask for data 
collection. Thread carefully, ask 
nicely, only what you really need, 
and proceed incrementally. 

In order to even out the exchange 
with your customer, you need to 
clearly state what their data will be 
used for, and how. This way they 
might be more willing to share 
something of themselves. 

Try and think of a proper data 
collection strategy, encompassing 
all your channels.

Your first-party data, together with 
the zero-party data, will come to 
you from multiple channels and 
sources. Therefore, you need to 
make sure you have a system in 
place to collect, sort and store all 
your data in a unified manner. 

As you are heading towards more 
and more sensitive data, try to 
draft a data governance charter 
which you need to respect at all 
costs.


